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THIS IS THE GRAVE OF JAMES GALLOWAY IN RECONSTRUCTION
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EDITORIAL

With this issue of the Recorder we commemorate two great men. The

first one is Justice George Higinbotham. We will have a commemorative

meeting at his statue on Sunday afternoon, 15th September. We have also

a supplement dealing with the life of Harry Bridges. This information

was collected by a woman who lives in California USA and sent to Alan

Ratcliff, one of our members. He asked us if we could use it. We gladly

put it together and gave it to the Seamen's Union and the Waterside

Workers Federation who despatched copies to their members. We are able

now to send out a copy as a supplement to this issue.

Peter Love has prepared a report on the work of the Melbourne Branch

for the Central executive which Recorder is glad to publish. We also

publish two articles on life in the 1890's. One is an article from the

Worker which depicts the status of women workers a hundred years ago. It

was shocking. Also, a description of an Eight-hours day demonstration of

a hundred years ago. It is a vivid contrast with the sorry picture of

the women workers. It shows the compositors - the Aristocrats of Labour

in full display.

Finally, there is a review of an interesting and informative book;

a study of the Secret Army during the Depression by Andrew Moore.

MELBOURNE BRANCH REPORT

For almost thirty years, the Melbourne branch has worked to

preserve, publicise and publish the history of the working class,

sustained by some 250-300 political activists, trade unionists and

academics, it has been the focal point of rank-and-file activity for

Victorian members of the Society.

From its beginning, the branch has held general meetings, with a

guest speaker, discussion leader or film, every two months. In the last
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year we have heard, among others, Brian McKinlay on current events in

Europe, Laurie Carmichael on recent developments in labour movement

strategies and Bob Scates on Vietnam draft resisters.

The branch also publishes RECORDER six times a year. With its

combination of news, short articles, reviews and reminiscences, RECORDER

has assembled a substantial body of information on labour history in its

165 issues. Initially, it drew heavily on the remarkable private

collection and encyclopaedic knowledge of its founder, Sam Merrifield.

In recent years, the regular numbers, edited by Lloyd Edmonds, have been

supplemented by 1arge-format, special issues, edited by John Arrowsmith.

These have been funded by generous advance purchase orders from trade

unions. Normally, the special issues mark anniversaries of important

events, organisations or individuals such as the Tolpuddle Martyrs,

Eureka, the 'Black Armada', the 8 hour day pioneers and the achievements

of the Australian Labour Movement. Most have been remarkably successful.

The total print run of the Labour Movement special was 66,000. This year

there have been two. The Waterside Workers and the Seamen's Union have

taken 15,000 copies of a four-page tabloid on Harry Bridges. The other,

a twenty-four page edition to celebrate the centenary of May Day, was

launched at the Melbourne Trades Hall before a large audience. The costs

of production was underwritten by the pre-purchase of 35,000 copies by

eleven unions.

In 1977, the branch was concerned that the Moomba festival had

deflected public attention away from the significance of Labour Day in

Victoria. As a modest exercise in counter-hegemony, it established an

annual Labour Day oration. The popular media were quick to take the

point, and the oration has received both press and television coverage

ever since. A prominent person normally delivers the oration at an

historic site. This year, for example, Gerry Hand spoke on the

significance of the struggle for shorter working hours at the restored
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grave of James Stephens, one of the 1855 pioneers, in the Melbourne

General Cemetery.

The restoration of historic sites has been another of the branch's

continuing interests. It has encouraged unions to do the same and was

gratified to see that the Building Workers' Industrial Union, which

amalgamated with the old Stonemasons' Union, has recently established a

'restoration of graves committee'. The branch congratulated the union on

the decision and will continue to support the committee's work.

Individual members of the branch are also concerned to collect oral

testimony as a significant part of the labour movement's historical

record. Dick Curlewis has been particularly active in this. During the

recent, protracted nurses' dispute he recorded many conversations with

the participants. When histories of that dispute are written, they will

be substantially enriched by the material that Dick so assiduously

collected.

In July 1991 the branch will host a national labour history

conference to commemorate the Society's thirtieth anniversary. Planning

is well under way and those who would like to attend and/or offer a

paper, can get further information by writing to the convenor, Peter

Love, Department of Social and Political Studies, Faculty of Arts,

Swinburne Institute of Technology, PO Box 218, Hawthorn 3122 or by

talking to his answering machine on 03 534 2445. Peter Love
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GEORGE HIGINBOTHAM

THE NOBLEST RADICAL OF THEM ALL

In the latest half of the nineteenth century Victoria was marked by

great expansion and development. This was actuated often by greed,

ti»pidity, unscrupulousness and, as the collapse of the 90's showed,

corruption. There also were men of a different calibre. There were the

Radicals of the time, men such as Francis OfRnonde, Samuel Mauger and

Henry Bourne Higgins, men who attempted to alleviate the hardships of the

populace generally. Of those which the greatest was George Higinbotham.

He was both loved and hated to an excessive degree. Some claim him as

the greatest Victorian others wanted him executed.

Higinbotham was born in Dublin on the 19th April 1826 and at the age

of 28 came to Melbourne. He had been trained as a journalist and also as

a lawyer. He became a journalist on the staff of the Argus and rose to

being editor. However, his high minded principles led to clashes with

the proprietor Edward Wilson precipitating his resignation in July 1859.

He turned to politics being in 1861 elected for Brighton to the

Legislative Assembly. After a chequered career as a politican, he was

appointed to the Supreme Court Bench in 1880, becoming Chief Justice in

1886.

While he was editor of the Argus, Higinbotham had supported the

Eight Hours Movement. In 1884 he was guest speaker at the opening of the

Trades Hall Council Chamber where his portrait was hung above the

president's chair. (A similar tribute was paid five years later to

Cardinal Manning by the Ballarat Trades Hall Council when they raised

nearly £2000 for the London dockers. They hung a portrait of the

Cardinal, a prominent supporter of the dockers, in their Council room.)

In 1890 Higinbotham while Chief Justice subscribed to the maritime

strike funds. He was concerned by the employers' refusal to negotiate.

His opponents demanded that he should be dragged from the Supreme Court
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and shot. Of course, the seamen thought differently. On each

anniversary of his death the Seamen's Union lays a wreath before his

statue.

In 1873, Higinbotham excited ridicule from the press by advocating

votes for all women. This produced many facetious comments in

Melbourne's daily papers. Higinbotham was many years before his time.

While many of his legal colleagues made large fortunes, Higinbotham

never acquired great wealth. His charges were moderate, according to

Theodore Fish, "probably less than half of others of his time." He

disliked greed or even private gain.

He refused a knighthood which he described as a "base, contemptible,

distinction that merely gave a man 'a handle to his name'."

Higinbotham was a deeply religious man yet he ended by supporting a

secular education.

He believed in the common man as the source of political authority.

We will pay tribute to George Higinbotham on Sunday 16th September

before his statue in MacArthur Place.
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COMMENTS ON WOMEN AT WORK from THE WORKER, MARCH 1890

The Queensland hired girl gets 10s a week and the Madagascar hired

girl 3d. But the Madagascar damsel gets it easy, and has all the

comforts of her people, while the Queensland hired girl is generally

regarded as a machine, and very often housed like a dog.

Even thoughts are epidemic and so are strikes. Mr Besant's

successful generalship of the London match-girl strike against Bryant and

May has evidently stirred up the 500 women 'packers' in the Christiania

(Norway) factories. They were paid 9s a week of 72 hours, toiling amid

the poisonous phosphorous vapour, and made a stand for shorter hours, no

fines, and sanitary arrangements. The first woman's union in Norway was

formed among them by prominent men and women who espoused their cause,

and they won.

An ogranisation of charitable women in Brooklyn (USA), finds that

some of the girls whom it has sought out, and whose lives it has

brightened, live together as many as eleven in a single room, where all

sleep, and the one hot meal of the day is cooked. And these women, their

kind helpers sorrowfully admit, are by no means the poorest in Brooklyn's

thousands. Co-operative house- keeping may save some thousands of women

from degradation, but it will not do the really necessary thing to solve

the problem; that is, make it possible for men to face the

responsibilities of marriage, and furnish those women with husbands and

homes. George's Standard

An English book-collecting crank, who recently passed over to the

majority, wouldn't have a book in his place written by a woman - or by a

priest. Probably the poor fellow once got a look at "Ouida", and was so

disgusted that he wouldn't look at the Bronte girl's books, or George

Elliott's or George Sands', or any other genius-full woman writer's.

One thing that a woman can do is to telegraph operate. There are

one or two smart woman operators even in Queensland, among those who have
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'picked up' the science of clicking from their husbands and brothers and

sweethearts on up-country post-offices and railway-stations. In America

the telegrapher girls are quick and numerous. There are 196 of them in

the Western Union's Central New York office, among them a wife who works

side by side with her husband. They are said to be perfectly matched in

skill, but the husband gets £3 per month more than his wife. This is a

little too thin, and the Telegraph Association of Queensland should stop

any such hanky-panky here in the nick of time. If women are to be

telegraphers - as why not? - they should be paid full rates. Then they

won't be, as at present, a standing menace to men.

The organisation of the Brisbane tailoresses is a matter which has

been let flag too long. The Tailor's Society, which is seriously

affected by the disorganised competition of the women, should respond

heartily to the request of the ALF for its co-operation in tailoress

organisation. The tailoresses are known to be favourably inclined

towards a society that will win for them fairer terms of labour, and the

assistance of several sympathetic women from other walks of life has only

to be asked to be given. Up in Maryborough one of the larger tailors and

outfitters is just now taking advantage of the absurd cheapness and

defencelessnes of women workers to replace his men by girls on all but

coat and other better-class work. Not only this, but his men's wages

have been cut also, to less than half, it is said, as why not? Cannot he

get girls for a quarter of what he used to pay men? So the cut-throating

goes on, firls cutting men's wages, and men being unable to marry, thus

driving the girls to cut against each other till wages are at charity

level. And this will never be stopped till men recognise women as fellow

workers and assist them to secure the same pay for the same work,

regardless of sex.

Thus the Bulletin on the latest phase of the women printer question:

There has been much discussion in the Council of the NSW Typographical
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Association over the application of Miss Hill, late of the Auckland (NZ)

Star, for admission to membership of the Association. Miss Hill tenders

the amount of the ordinary initiation-fee and demands to be recognised as

a member on the ground that she possesses duly authenticated indentures

and other credentials, and is an expert printer. She says she wishes to

work in harmony with trades-union principles instead of unfairly

competing with union labour by accepting an engagement in a certain non

union office which has offered her work. The Council has not yet settled

the matter. The Bulletin holds that the Association must recognise Miss

Hill as a member. These things are certain: The Association cannot

afford to commit an injustice; the great Women question is very much

alive, and the Association can't kill it by turning Miss Hill away from

their doors by saying that no woman should be a printer, for Miss Hill is

already a printer; thirdly, if they don't admit the lady to membership

and compete with her on equal terms under the society's rules, they will

have to compete with her on unequal terms when she works outside the

rules. If women and men compete on non-union basis, the end will be that

the masters will make both man and wife work (as in New Zealand) for the

wages that are now earned in Australia by the man alone. The Bulletin is

sorry to see such a state of affairs arise in which the man cannot earn

the joint living and let the wife mind the home, but actualities must be

faced not avoided. We strongly recommend the association to see whether

it cannot recommend the association to see whether it cannot persuade

Miss Hill to marry a whip-compositor with a full frame on the S.M.Herald

and retire from the profession. Even this will be but a palliative to

the lady-comp trouble.
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THE SECRET ARMY AND THE PREMIER by ANDREW MOORE

UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES PRESS 1989

The author sets three aims for this book:

1  Resurrect the Old Guard from obscurity.

2  Establish the historical context of the Old Guard.

3  Shed new light on the events of 13 May-1932 - the dismissal of the

Lang government of New South Wales by the Governor, Sir Philip Game.

Although he is writing about events in New South Wales, he shows

clearly that this type of organization and activity was not unique to New

South Wales. The story can be duplicated in other States.

In Australia, a small outpost of British Imperialism established

firstly as a convict settlement and isolated thousands of miles from

'home', a siege mentality developed early. There were external fears -

the French, the Russians, the 'yellow peril'. Internally, a small

ruling class was jolted by the Irish convict revolt at Castle Hill in

1804, the miners' revolt at Eureka in 1854 and the strikes of the 1890's.

It was established early that the State would look to private citizens in

paramilitary groups for support, coupled with the formation of

surveillance networks.

The Great War was a watershed in so many aspects of Australian life.

Agitat ion by the IWW, recalcitrant Unions and fear of German saboteurs

and Russian agents, led to the formation of a 'farmers' army', which

quickly took on the nature of a counter-revolutionary force, rather than

a stopgap collection of strike-breakers. Importantly, the identity of

leaders of the group provides a catalogue of many names which later

appear as local leaders of the Old Guard. The Intelligence network had

grown rapidly, with its collection of files on political and industrial

activists. In years after the war, my own father, an Anti-conscription

and Union activist, found that the local policeman in suburban Melbourne

had been instructed to keep an eye on him.
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In 1922 D H Lawrence, on a writing holiday in Australia, produced

his novel KANGAROO, telling of a Secret Army in New South Wales. it is

fascinating that 60 years of literary criticism has sought to treat the

book as fiction. Even as late as mid-1990, we could read such criticism

in the Australian press. As Andrew Moore makes clear, there is a long

history of such organisations. He cites cases right up to 1985, which

reveal their continuing shadowy existence.

Campbell's New Guard is extensively documented. Whilst any such

group is dangerous, its main destiny is to provide the stormtroopers of a

fascist New Order. The New Guard played the bully-boy role of attacking

Union and progressive meetings and organizations. They equally attacked

and were under attack from the State police. Andrew Moore has done us a

great service by carefully distinguishing between the brash New Guard and

the secretive Old Guard.

The Old Guard has proven quite difficult to document. Even the name

is but one of a number that were used. Its leaders included the elite of

the business, financial, legal and pastoral groups, such as Philip

Goldfinch of CSR, Alfred Davidson of Bank of NSW, pastoralist George

Macarthur Onslow, retailer Sir Samuel Hordern, Major Jack Scott of the

Street family, financier Sir Henry Braddon and Aubrey Abbott, nephew of

the pastoral ists' leader in the 1890*s strikes. They were all "men who

had an abiding interest in maintaining the status quo but whose social

position dictated discretion." They had close relations with military

authorities. They had their members in the Commonwealth Parliament.

None of these pillars of respectability found their way into internment

during World War II.

The Old Guard functioned on a cell system, so that any member knew

only those with whom he was in direct contact - members of his cell and

his immediate superior. When the group was officially disbanded, all

documentation was ordered to be destroyed, except for any which it was
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felt important enough to retain. Those were to be sent to Divisional

Head West - Lt Col Hinton. This archive, salvaged from Hinton's Sydney

flat by his family after his death, was discovered by the author in the

hands of Hinton's daughter.

The election of the Lang Labour government created great concern.

The ruling class felt itself under threat. The Old Guard trained in

secret to meet any threat and organised meetings to mobilise support in

the country areas. As the confrontation between the Federal and State

governments developed, plans were made by the Old Guard to mobilise and

march on Sydney. In fact, when the Lang government was dismissed by the

Governor, some units were actually on the move.

I  found the account of the actual dismissal of the Lang government

to be the weak part of the book. This is scarcely surprising, since much

of the documentation still lurks under wraps, not due for release till

well into next century. However, the author has provided us with a

reasonable account based on material available.

Andrew Moore has produced a book fascinating in detail and scope.

It reflects thorough research, obviously covering many years and many

kilometres. It is provided with copious endnotes. With a little

imagination, you could be excused for thinking you are reading about the

present, with a nice new Dismissal thrown in during recent years.

David Coupe
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From the 'Australasian Typographical Journal' of May, 1890

How They Celebrated Eight Hours Day 100 Years Ago

THE EIGHT-HOURS DEMONSTRATION

The demonstration upon the 21st April was a pronounced success.

Fine weather, enthusiasm, and a large attendance of our members combined

to produce a thoroughly satisfactory result. It was anticipated that

the Melbourne Typographical Society would make a show worthy of its

importance, and such anticipations were fully realized. The display was

emblematical of the progress of printing during the past century. Two

tastefully-decorated cars, bearing appropriate mottoes, were furnished

with printing materials which were in vogue in the dark ages, and

likewise the whole of the equipments of a modern office. A large staff

of antiquated printers were following their vocations as deftly as their

three-cornered hats, perukes, and trusty swords would allow them. The

increase in the rate of production from the year 1700 to 1890 was alluded

to in the various mottoes. The names of some of the earliest

typographers were emblazoned upon the pilasters of the cars, and "The Art

Preservative of all Arts" was written in charming mediaeval characters.

The bold Roman announcement that "A Free Press is Liberty's Safeguard"

^®c:eived with cheers all along the line of route. This was

appropriately accompanied by the names of all the principal Melbourne

daily, weekly, and evening papers. Upon the arrival of the procession at

the different newspaper offices cheers were given from the ranks of the

typos., which were responded to from the crowded windows and roofs of the

in question. A tasty badge, bearing an excellent likeness of

Caxton, was worn by the members on the line of march. Handsome

souvenirs, containing a list of fair offices, were freely distributed

amongst the crowd of spectators. The Melbourne Typographical Society's

banner was placed upon a lorry drawn by four of the handsomest horses in

Melbourne. The latter were lent by Mr. Jas. Gillespie, the Carlton
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miller, to whom the thanks of the Society are due. Messrs. Wimble and

Co. once more supplied the whole of the necessary plant, giving a

completeness to the affair the value of which it would be difficult to

estimate. The souvenir was an admirable specimen of letterpress

printing, emanating from the office of Messrs. Walker, May and Co., who

kindly lent the formes which were used upon the occasion. Messrs. W.

Slater and H. Rasdell made efficient marshal Is, and the arrangement

committee - Messrs. Galbraith, Walker, Nihill, Brew, Penrose, and Webb -

have to be complimented upon the completeness of their arrangements. Our

late secretary, Mr. S. T. Stevens, kindly gave the committee the benefit

of his practical help and experience. The Melbourne Typographical

Society have every reason to be proud of their 1890 display. Sent in by

Dick Curlewis

Lloyd Edmonds,
93 Roberts Street,
ESSENDON. 30 AO

Phone. 337-7554-
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EN UTAH THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE DEATH OF JOE HILL IS BEING

COMMEMORATED. WE THANK JOHN SILLITO (ASST.PROFESSOR) WEBER STATE COLLEGE
WHO FORWARDED TO US THIS COPY.

IN MEMORIMI

I

m
w

JOE HILL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
P.O. Box 1596

Sandy, UT 84091

JWBHDLL
Murdered by the Authorities

of the State of Utah

Novembcrl0,1915

WE NEVER FOaaET
(THE ABOVE APPEARS ON T-SHIRTS AND WIND CHEATERS ON SALE AS PART OF THE
75TH COMMEMORATIVE ACTIVITY BY THE ORGANISING COMMITTEE.)


